**Abstract:** Pose estimation of heavy construction equipment is the key technology for real-time safety monitoring in road construction sites where heavy equipment and workers on foot collaborate in proximity. Ultra-wideband (UWB) radios hold great promise among various sensing technologies for providing accurate object localization in indoor and outdoor environments. However, in a road construction environment with heavy vehicles and equipment, the performance of UWB radios drastically declines because of blockages in the transmission signal between the transmitter and receiver causing Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) situations. To address this deficiency, our study presents a real-time pose estimating system called ViPER+ that can overcome NLOS situations and accurately determine the boundary of heavy construction equipment with multiple UWB tags attached to the surface of the equipment. To remove the impact of NLOS signals, we introduced an input correction method prior to localization to correct the input of the localization algorithm. Evaluation of ViPER+ in a real construction environment indicates that embedding NLOS detection technique in UWB-based pose estimation resulted in 40% improvements in location accuracy and 25% improvement in update rate compared to its previous implementation (ViPER).
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**1. Introduction**

The construction industry is known for being hazardous and responsible for a significant number of workplace fatal and non-fatal injuries. According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the construction industry was responsible for 971 (20.7%) of the 4674 work-related deaths that occurred in the US private sector in 2017 [1]. The OSHA report estimates that the four most common safety hazards—falls, struck by an item, electrocution and caught-in/between could be avoided, potentially saving 582 lives. Particularly at road building sites, workers are regularly exposed to possible safety hazards from moving machinery and vehicles. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) estimates that there were an average of 123 work-related fatalities at road construction sites each year from 2003 to 2017, totaling 1844 deaths over that period [2]. From the investigation carried out by NIOSH [2] between 2011 and 2017, 76% of all deaths occurred in transportation-related incidents, and 60% of these transportation-related deaths occurred in work zones from being struck by a vehicle or mobile equipment (pickup trucks and SUVs—151 worker deaths, automobiles—129, semi-trucks—124, and dump trucks—82). According to this report [3], nearly half (305 instances) of the 639 worker deaths on road construction sites from 2003 to 2007 were caused by being struck by a vehicle or mobile machinery, with construction-related vehicles killing more workers (38%) than vehicles not tied to construction operations (33%). In all, while there are various causes responsible for accidents on construction sites, these statistics indicate that there is an urgent need to prevent struck-by accidents on road construction work zones.
For the prevention of safety hazards in general, various efforts such as the enforcement of safety regulations [4], provision of safety training and monitoring, and creation of work zone safety planning guidelines [5] have been made in the construction industry. OSHA provides comprehensive regulations and recommendations for the safe execution of construction projects [4]. Construction workers receive training, such as OSHA 10-h and OSHA 30-h, to gain essential knowledge in work-related safety and health issues and learn how to avoid them during construction operations. During the planning stage, road construction projects create Internal Traffic Control Plans (ITCPs) to manage operations in a work zone where vehicles, construction machinery, and workers on foot operate in close proximity [5]. A study shows that careful preparation and utilization of ITCP can reduce the risk of safety hazards in work zones [6]. After the construction starts, safety experts, called competent persons, are deployed to monitor ongoing activities to identify unsafe situations and provide prompt interventions to workers and operators. The role of a competent person is critical in ensuring safety because workers are not able to recognize 33–57% of potential safety hazards from cluttered construction sites [7–9].

Despite such efforts by the construction industry, there are still a great number of fatalities and injuries occurring, with one of the reasons being the dynamic and complex construction site conditions. For a large construction site, a limited number of competent persons cannot observe multiple simultaneous activities throughout their entire operations. Therefore, even a safety expert with adequate knowledge and experience cannot fully recognize all the unsafe situations that appear in different locations. Such challenges associated with monitoring construction operations form the basis of recent research direction categorized under the term “automated safety monitoring”. Automated safety monitoring is one of the potential methods for continuously monitoring vast work zones. It acquires and analyzes digital data about workers, equipment, vehicles, and work zone conditions promptly which is not possible with current practices, such as ITCP safety planning and manual work zone monitoring.

To automate this process, recent studies have created systems to track the position of workers inside construction sites utilizing different wireless technologies such as Bluetooth [10,11], ultra-wideband (UWB) [12,13], and radio frequency identification (RFID) [14]. Similarly, several approaches have been developed in the research community to track vehicles in construction sites using wireless technologies such as Bluetooth [15], Global Positioning System (GPS) [16], and UWB [17]. Among these wireless technologies, UWB radios are particularly promising for providing precise and feasible localization due to their impulse-shaped signals and high bandwidth. The recent generation of UWB systems can provide precise location tracking with an accuracy of up to 2–15 cm in a controlled environment without the need for extensive infrastructure [18]. These UWB technologies show great potential for automatically detecting hazardous situations in road construction sites through the accurate tracking locations of workers and equipment. Previous studies [12,13] have shown that UWB technology has the potential to provide precise location tracking of resources in construction sites.

Despite UWB radios being capable of high-accuracy localization, developing a safety monitoring system using UWB radios faces critical challenges when deployed in construction sites. A non-Line of Sight (NLOS) situation can occur when the presence of trucks, loaders, and other obstacles in the field can obstruct or deflect the signal as it travels from the transmitter to the receiver. The accuracy of the UWB localization drops when exposed to NLOS situations [19–22]. Previous works on vehicle localization and pose estimation were outside of construction sites [17,23–29] without considering the NLOS situations occurring due to construction equipment. Without a pose estimating robust against NLOS situations in construction sites, the pose of heavy construction equipment cannot be accurately determined. Therefore, our study presented in this paper attempts to develop a real-time system that can resolve the impacts of NLOS situations and accurately determine the pose of heavy construction equipment.
For that, we developed a framework that reduces the impact of NLOS signals in both localization and pose estimation by proposing an NLOS error correction method before conventional TDOA location estimation. Our contributions in this paper include (1) measuring the impact of the NLOS situation caused by trucks and heavy equipment on localization and pose estimation output, and (2) developing an automated evaluation and reduction of NLOS effects on localization in a road construction environment.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Automated Safety Monitoring Systems for Real-Time Environments

Studies report that construction workers may not recognize 33–57% of potential safety hazards from construction sites [7–9]. To prevent workers’ exposure to unsafe conditions, OSHA requires construction projects to deploy safety experts called “competent persons” who can detect existing or predictable safety hazards and have the authority to correct them [30]. The competent person’s roles include observing conditions and activities of the construction site, identifying potential safety hazards, and correcting problematic conditions or behaviors. Like safety monitoring, construction safety planning is also an essential task in proactively eliminating potential hazards before construction starts. During safety planning, locations and times of potential safety hazards should be thoroughly identified manually [31] or automatically [32,33]. Highway and bridge construction projects create project-specific safety planning called Internal Traffic Control Plans (ITCPs) to direct construction traffic in work zones and separate heavy equipment from workers on foot [6]. However, even with proactive safety planning, onsite activities still require frequent site visits followed by a labor-intensive visual analysis that can be highly error-prone. Similarly, an ITCP presents a static plan that requires site visits and manual observation. The execution of the static ITCP can potentially benefit by incorporating real-time locations of workers, equipment, and vehicles that dynamically move during construction.

To overcome the significant limitations of traditional manual safety monitoring, recent studies have proposed the use of sensing technologies. The use of sensing technologies aims to enable real-time communication through automated, continuous, and accurate monitoring of construction site conditions. Fang et al. [14] implemented construction safety management using building information modeling (BIM), RFID sensors, and cloud communication. The proposed solution was able to divide the environment into different zones and track the presence of workers inside the zones. The coarse localization provided by this solution can be used for some safety applications; however, it does not fulfill all requirements such as proximity detection.

Lee et al. [34] used ultrasonic and infrared sensors to create another automatic safety monitoring system. They used a mobile sensing device to alert workers (without sensor tags) approaching predefined hazardous areas in construction sites. However, the functionality of the system only relied on proximity estimation between the workers and sensing devices. This means that it did not provide construction and safety managers with comprehensive information about the activities of workers and the construction environment.

Park et al. [10] created a Bluetooth low energy (BLE)-based indoor localization solution to monitor workers in a building. In their work, they used 40 BLE beacons to cover a 27 × 39 m field. They later improved the accuracy of their localization method by fusing the output of the localization with motion sensors and building geographic information [11]. The first challenge with this approach is the deployment of localization infrastructure. Placing a large number of BLE beacons through the whole area is not plausible in all construction sites (e.g., it is impossible to place a beacon in the middle of the road where trucks and loaders are passing). Furthermore, fusing data from multiple sensors for localization is not practical in all entities. For example, tracking an excavator with sophisticated movements (e.g., rotation, displacement) is only feasible if the movements are limited, which does not apply to all construction sites.
Researchers have found UWB-based systems to demonstrate high potential for localization technology. Carbonari et al. [12] developed a prototype for proactive safety management and real-time alert of potential overhead hazards using UWB technology. They placed four UWB anchors at the corner of a 30 × 10 m field. The system tracks the location of workers carrying UWB tags and sends an alarm if the location is within the “red area” representing hazardous zones on the map. Prior research with the Zebra Sapphire DART UWB system in a construction-like scenario was able to achieve tens of centimeters of localization accuracy [13,35]. The UWB system used in this study, however, requires wires to connect the anchors to the hub making it inappropriate for real-world construction scenarios. There is a newer generation of fully wireless UWB systems which have not been extensively tested in a construction environment. UWB localization based on Ubisense chip was reported to have achieved tens of cm of accuracy even with mobile objects [36,37]. Researchers have reported accuracy of up to 2 cm in industrial applications with Decawave UWB system [18] and some other work has reported Decawave UWB to be superior to BeSpoon UWB [38]. Thus, the newer generation of UWB systems holds a lot of promise in introducing precise location tracking but they have not been customized and tested for the unique constraints of construction sites and environments.

2.2. Vehicle and Equipment Tracking Using Ultra-Wideband Radios

In addition to monitoring workers, tracking heavy vehicles and equipment is also critical for automated safety monitoring in road construction environments. There have been several classes of studies on utilizing UWB radios for equipment tracking that can be categorized into relative tracking, absolute tracking, and tracking with auxiliary sensors. In the case of relative tracking, since only the relative position of UWB radio nodes is used, no infrastructure needs to be installed in the environment. Researchers used the idea of relative ranging to avoid collision of tower cranes [39]. Each crane can be equipped with one or more UWB tags. Any two tags which are not on the same crane can be paired in the monitoring system. If any range measurement between any pairs reports a value below a specific threshold, the monitoring system alerts the operators. Building a construction safety system is possible using only the range measurements that monitor the distance between workers and vehicles in construction sites [40]. Furthermore, using two tags on each vehicle and measuring the range between any possible pair of tags across vehicles can provide a relative positioning system for each vehicle along with its relative speed and direction [41].

Absolute tracking systems require the installation of UWB infrastructure which consists of fixed anchor nodes placed on known positions in the environment. These systems estimate the location of the entity in the field instead of their relative distances. Tracking the location of entities provides more information about the construction environment which is beneficial for some safety tracking applications. Absolute tracking systems have previously tracked the location of the vehicle by installing one UWB radio on the vehicle [42]. However, tracking the orientation of vehicles requires more than one tag [17,43,44]. The presence of vehicles and equipment in construction sites may distort the UWB signals sent from the tags. They can also block anchors and prevent them from receiving signals. Despite the high accuracy of UWB localization, their error rises when they are exposed to these deformations or obstructions of the signal [20].

To reduce the localization error of UWB-based tracking systems, tracking with auxiliary sensors fuses the information obtained from UWB radios with other auxiliary sensors, such as Inertial Measurement Units (IMU). The goal of these approaches is to reduce the localization error by fusing the output of multiple sensors. Research studies in this area either used some variations of the Kalman filter [23,26–28] or particle filter [29] to fuse UWB information with other sensing data. Fusing UWB and IMU is one of the popular techniques in this area [23,26,28,29]. Another research study combines IMU, UWB, and real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning (satellite navigation system using signal phase information) [27]. However, fusing data from auxiliary sensors requires reasonable
assumptions about the environment, objects, and the trajectory of the movements which cannot be made for construction environments. Therefore, past approaches using auxiliary sensors [23,26–28] cannot be used to develop a practical equipment-tracking solution for construction projects.

To mitigate the localization error of the UWB radios in absolute tracking systems without the need for auxiliary sensors, our previous work called ViPER [44] adapted an error correction mechanism to detect and reduce the error created by the distorted signals using a low-pass filter (LPF). Despite some improvements achieved in this previous work, the design of ViPER has a critical limitation which is the reliance on the continuous flow of data from anchors to correct erroneous inputs which can easily fail when heavy objects completely obstruct radios for several seconds.

3. Objective and Scope
At road construction sites, it is common for heavy equipment, workers, and vehicles to be constantly moving, which can often lead to the obstruction of signals. Therefore, it is important to have a real-time safety monitoring system that can accurately track the poses of workers, equipment, and vehicles. When the poses are accurately estimated, the boundaries of vehicles or equipment can be tracked by the safety monitoring system to ensure the safety policies are regulated to secure the workers and equipment. Though UWB-based tracking systems can achieve sufficient accuracy for worker tracking [12,13] and vehicle tracking [17,23,26–29,42–44], when a Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) situation occurs, it reduces the accuracy of these localization systems [20]. UWB radios’ communication with one another is necessary for all safety tracking (relative and absolute) approaches. A partial or total blockage by obstacles to the direct path between the sender and receiver radios creates NLOS situations. This situation may affect the estimates for location in the UWB localization systems. Related studies on UWB-based tracking [17,23,26–29,42,43] systems did not consider the potential presence of NLOS situations in their experiments. ViPER [44] was the first research to address this issue by studying the accuracy of localization in road construction environments. In ViPER [44], the tracking area was occupied by loaders and trucks creating an NLOS situation. The results of the study indicated that NLOS conditions are unavoidable in construction site environments, and they can degrade the quality of localization as well as the number of successful localizations. This study extends the efficacy of our previous work (ViPER) by developing an improved UWB-based safety monitoring system (ViPER+) for tracking and monitoring the boundary of workers and vehicles on construction sites to evaluate and minimize the NLOS effect on localization. Our new system is evaluated in a real-time environment with equipment creating NLOS situations. The results of ViPER+ were compared against the traditional baseline method and ViPER which is the state-of-the-art solution for vehicle tracking.

4. Development of ViPER+ for Construction Vehicles and Equipment Pose Estimation
The ViPER+ system comprises two main subsystems as illustrated in Figure 1. The data collection subsystem is responsible for data collection from the environment. It also manages the transmission of synchronization messages that are required for the localization process. The localization subsystem estimates the location or poses of the entities.

4.1. Data Collection Subsystem
ViPER+ uses the Time of Arrival (TOA) of the UWB packets to estimate where the tag is located. In all TOA approaches, the Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) works best for localization in real-world scenarios due to the smaller number of messages [45]. In TDOA, radio nodes are categorized into two main groups, anchors and tags. Anchors are radios with fixed locations that are known by the system. Tags are usually moving nodes that the TDOA system wants to track. The signal transmitted by the tag is received by anchors. The timestamp of the signal received is calculated by the anchors and reported to the server.
for localization. To provide a connection between the localization server and anchors, we implemented a WiFi infrastructure that connected all anchors to the server.

Figure 1. Overview of ViPER+

4.1. Data Collection Subsystem

ViPER+ uses the Time of Arrival (TOA) of the UWB packets to estimate where the tag is located. In all TOA approaches, the Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) works best for localization in real-world scenarios due to the smaller number of messages [45]. In TDOA, radio nodes are categorized into two main groups, anchors and tags. Anchors are radios with fixed locations that are known by the system. Tags are usually moving nodes that the TDOA system wants to track. The signal transmitted by the tag is received by the anchors. The timestamp of the signal received is calculated by the anchors and reported to the server for localization. To provide a connection between the localization server and anchors, we implemented a WiFi infrastructure that connected all anchors to the server.

4.1.1. Time Synchronization

Besides having anchors and tags, time synchronization is another requirement that is crucial for the operation of TDOA systems. Since anchors are reporting the timestamp of the received signals, all anchors must implement a time synchronization technique to correct the received signal timestamp before using them for localization. A group of TDOA systems uses wired infrastructure to transmit time synchronization messages to anchors. However, wiring all anchors are not plausible in all environments, including construction sites.

Another group of solutions uses wireless radios to provide synchronization which is more feasible in a construction site environment. In this approach, the system assigns an anchor (an external anchor or one of the localization anchors) to be the time sync anchor. This anchor periodically starts a global two-way ranging (TWR) session with other anchors to estimate its distance with anchors and perform time synchronization. The ranging session starts with a time-sync anchor broadcasting a TWR poll (TWR-POLL) message to all anchors. Upon reception of the TWR-POLL message, each anchor replies with a TWR response (TWR-RESP) message. Finally, the time-sync anchor broadcasts the TWR final (TWR-FINAL) message, containing the received timestamp of all TWR-RESP messages, and indicating the end of the ranging session.
Since anchors run on different clock speeds, the time sync anchor needs to perform synchronization periodically throughout the tracking session. In our design, when anchors receive the TWR-FINAL message, they send a report packet containing the content of the TWR-FINAL message along with the transmission timestamp of the TWR-RESP and received timestamp of TWR-POLL and TWR-FINAL to the server.

4.1.2. Tag/Anchor Communication

As we mentioned, tags are entities whose location is tracked by the localization system. In TDOA systems, tags periodically transmit beacon messages using their UWB radio. When anchors receive this message, they send a report packet containing the timestamp of the received packet to the server. In addition to anchors, tags also plan their transmission time by utilizing time synchronization messages. The Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) approach was used in our tags to send beacon messages to avoid collision between messages. For each tag, our system dedicates a transmission time slot based on the ID of the tag. Then each tag schedules its transmission time according to the time slot and the reception time of the time synchronization message.

4.1.3. Reception Timestamp Correction

The last step in the data collection sub-system is correcting the timestamps that are received from anchors. Every time an anchor reports a time-sync message, the server calculates the clock difference and the clock skew of that specific anchor based on the data of the time-sync report. Upon the reception of beacon packets, the server uses the last clock skew value to adjust the anchor’s clock with the clock of the time sync anchor.

4.2. Localization Subsystem

4.2.1. TDOA Localization

To calculate our tags’ location, the localization subsystem collects the beacon messages from the data collection subsystem. If more than four anchors have reported the reception of a beacon message, the subsystem uses the TDOA estimation method to estimate the tag location. The reference anchor is chosen from one of the anchors using a TDOA estimation approach. Note that the reference anchor is different from the time sync anchor that was used to synchronize the clocks. A non-convex optimizer was given the reference anchor and the other chosen anchors. The optimization solver calculates the optimum location using the location of anchors and the given timestamps. For this process, the TDOA inputs are estimated using the given timestamps. From Equation (1), the TDOA input can be estimated for anchor \( a \) denoted as \( I_a \), which is the speed of light \( c \), multiplied by the difference of each timestamp and the reference anchor’s timestamp. After all the inputs are estimated, the next step is to define an objective function as shown in Equation (2). The parameters used in Equation (2) defined in Table 1.

\[
I_a = c \times (t_a - t_{ref}) \tag{1}
\]

\[
f(x, y) = \sum_{a}^{\text{anchors}} \left( \sqrt{(x - x_a)^2 + (y - y_a)^2 - I_a} \right)^2 \tag{2}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((x_a, y_a))</td>
<td>Location of anchor ( a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((x, y))</td>
<td>Location of the tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I_a)</td>
<td>TDOA input for anchor ( a )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The optimizer then estimates the location where the value of the objective function was minimized. In Equation (3), the \((x^*, y^*)\) is the estimated location of the tag.

\[
(x^*, y^*) = \arg\min_{x,y} f(x, y)
\]  

(3)

\[
\text{Residual value} = f(x^*, y^*)
\]  

(4)

In addition to the estimation of the tag, the TDOA algorithm also gives us a value called the residual value. The value of this parameter is calculated according to Equation (4). In an optimum situation where there is no error in any input, this value should be close to 0. Although this value cannot precisely represent the location estimation error, researchers have used this value to enhance the location estimation by removing outputs with high residual values [46].

4.2.2. Input Correction and Location Estimation

The accuracy of the location estimation can be significantly impacted by the reference anchor selection [44]. As a result, the reference selection approach in TDOA algorithms seeks to pick the best anchor as the reference with the lowest error in calculating the time of arrival. Besides choosing a reference, the choice of anchors for localization is crucial. The TDOA algorithm needs a minimum of four anchors to report the timestamp of the signals received. The number of reported timestamps may surpass the minimum needed timestamp for localization in system implementations with more than four anchors. Since each anchor received the signal in a different condition, the accuracy of the received timestamp estimation for each signal may change for each anchor. The anchor selection procedure eliminates any anchors that have less precision in estimating the received timestamp.

Several studies have presented various approaches for both anchor and reference selection. Rene et al. [47] proposed a reference selection approach that takes the shortest distance as the reference anchor because inaccurate measurements frequently have longer distances compared to accurate ones. Although this approach may work for some scenarios, it cannot be applied to all environments. Another study [46] compared all feasible inputs that could be used for localization to establish the best choice for anchors and the reference. Though the approach finds the best choice, the process requires a lot of computing effort. Hence, regular computers cannot estimate the location in a reasonable amount of time required for safety monitoring applications with this approach.

Some studies focus on the characteristic of the signal to estimate the accuracy of the reception timestamp. Channel Impulse Response (CIR) is one item of diagnostic information provided by the receiver when the reception is completed. With CIR, applications can determine the phase and amplitude of the received signal during the reception. Some studies [22,48–50] used machine learning methods to distinguish corrupted signals. The solutions from these studies need a preliminary dataset that matches the real data for the learning process. For this reason, these solutions are impractical as the training and testing environment might be different. The dynamicity of the environment also causes different types of reception that might not be considered in the training dataset. Another group of studies depended on using statistical methods on CIR [21,51–53]. In place of extracting the feature and finding the patterns, these solutions analyze the characteristics of the CIR when the signal is corrupted. As such, the solutions from this group do not need extensive data collection for the training phase. However, researchers have cited that corrupted signals do not always follow the same principles, leading to incorrect error estimation of these solutions [20].

Another group of studies relies on previous inputs for anchor and reference selection. When tags transmit beacon messages at a high rate, this group of solutions claims that the input of the TDOA function is relatively close for two consecutive beacon messages. Thus, these solutions rely on the previous measurements for anchor and reference selection. Wann et al. [54] proposed an approach for correcting two-way ranging using Kalman Filter on the previous results. ViPER [44] applied the same idea for TDOA localization and used a
low-pass filter (LPF) to detect and correct corrupted signals. In addition to detecting errors, these solutions provide a degree of correction for erroneous signals. This is beneficial in situations where there are only four TDOA inputs for a beacon packet and the localization engine cannot eliminate any further input.

Using LPF in ViPER requires the whole trace of TDOA inputs for correction. This means that the system needs to know the upcoming inputs for that anchor. To implement this in real-time tracking, the system needs to add an intentional delay before the input correction to collect TDOA inputs that came after the input that the system wants to localize. The amount of this delay depends on the requirement of the application and sometimes it is impossible to add this delay. The correction method is also unable to correct the TDOA input of an anchor if there is missing data for that anchor. The presence of large machines can block anchors and prevent them from receiving beacon messages. These gaps reduce the performance of these solutions, making them not practical for real-time location tracking.

Our new solution for input correction replaces LPF with an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) to eliminate the requirement for future TDOA input. To handle missing TDOA inputs, our new approach tries to synthesize the missing data instead of disregarding incomplete inputs. This allows the input correction method to be more robust against scenarios with anchors being blocked. Figure 2 describes the architecture of our new correction method. Like ViPER, our correction method collects the timestamps from anchors as one of the inputs. If the number of timestamps for a beacon packet is less than four, the system does not have enough data to localize the beacon packet, thus, it will discard the timestamp for that beacon packet. Instead of disregarding incomplete inputs, we are only eliminating inputs that we are unable to localize.

Figure 2. Overview of the TDOA input correction in ViPER+

To handle the missing data point, our approach uses the last location of the tag to generate the TDOA inputs from the previous input. In addition to the inputs from anchors, we also import the final location of the tag which is the latest output of the localization subsystem. Having the previous location allows us to approximate the values of the TDOA input. If the number of timestamps for a beacon packet is less than four, the system does not have enough data to localize the beacon packet, thus, it will discard the timestamp for that beacon packet. Instead of disregarding incomplete inputs, we are only eliminating inputs that we are unable to localize.

For the anchor and reference selection method in our approach, we first select an anchor as the reference anchor and calculate the TDOA inputs for each timestamp using Equation (1). Then, the correction method uses EWMA to correct the errors of the current TDOA input. Equation (5) describes the correction method. In this equation, $I_{a}^{\text{current}}$ represents the current TDOA input, and $I_{a}^{\text{previous}}$ is the previous TDOA input for anchors $a$. For anchors that failed to report the received signal’s timestamp, we used the previous value as the current value.

$$I_{a}^{\text{correct}} = \alpha I_{a}^{\text{current}} + (1 - \alpha) I_{a}^{\text{previous}}$$

Once all the corrected inputs are calculated, the anchor and reference selection method estimate the residual value based on the corrected input. If the residual value is within
an acceptable range (in our case under 10), the correction method reports the calculated location of the tag. Otherwise, the algorithm chooses another anchor as the reference and repeats the process until the error falls below the threshold. If the system was unable to obtain the desired residual error after trying all anchors as a reference, the system terminates the localization without any result. Since there is no one-to-one mapping between the residual value and localization estimation error, we empirically tuned this threshold for our system.

4.2.3. Pose Estimation

Pose estimation is used to calculate the boundary of large equipment and vehicles with several tags affixed to them. This is because reporting a single location is insufficient for all entities in proximity detection applications. Figure 3 shows an illustrated image of the pose of the vehicle. Like the vehicle, the pose of other equipment can be denoted with pairing of location and orientation \((x, y, \theta)\).

![Figure 3. The defined boundary of vehicles in ViPER+](image)

Figure 4 shows how the pose estimation was carried out in this study. Two inputs are required for pose estimation. The first input is the equipment’s physical properties, that is, the equipment’s shape (dashed line) and the position of the tags on the object (numbers in circles). The position of the output from the localization subsystem is the second input. The boundary of the object is used to make the pose estimation by aligning the two inputs. The difficulty in this approach is that the locations of the tags do not perfectly align with their placements such as tags 1 and 2. To address this difficulty, we created an objective function described in Equation (6).

\[
f(x, y, \theta) = \sum_i \sum_j \sqrt{(X_i - x_{ij})^2 + (Y_i - y_{ij})^2}
\]

\(X_i, Y_i\) is calculated based on Equation (7)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_i \\
Y_i
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\
\sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
p_{x,i} \\
p_{y,i}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The remaining parameters are estimated using Table 2. Using this function, the distance between the location of the tags in a given boundary and the estimated locations for that tag can be calculated. To determine the best boundary that aligns the input point, the boundary \((x^*, y^*, \theta^*)\) with minimum value must be identified. The boundary can be determined by solving a non-linear optimization problem. This means that the boundary of the vehicle is the output of the optimization problem.
5.1. Experiment Setup
We dedicated a 40 × 20 m field illustrated in Figure 5 to track the vehicles and workers. Six anchors from 0 to 5 are placed on the perimeter of the field.

Table 2. Parameter table for pose estimation optimizer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((x, y))</td>
<td>Location of the vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\theta)</td>
<td>Orientation of the vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T)</td>
<td>Number of tags mounted on the vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(size_i)</td>
<td>Number of locations from tag (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((x_{ij}, y_{ij}))</td>
<td>(j^{th}) location of tag (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((p_{x,i}, p_{y,i}))</td>
<td>Position of tags relative to the center of the vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Deployment and Evaluation

In this part, the performance of ViPER+ was evaluated and compared to previous solutions. Since our work is focused on construction site environments, the solution was implemented in a road construction site as an example of a real-world environment.

5.1. Experiment Setup

We dedicated a 40 × 20 m field illustrated in Figure 5 to track the vehicles and workers. Six anchors from 0 to 5 are placed on the perimeter of the field.

Figure 5. The anchor placement around the tracking zone.

Our evaluation falls into two main categories, worker tracking, and vehicle tracking. For each category, we conducted multiple scenarios where entities move in a predefined...
trajectory. In some scenarios, we added a bulldozer to block and distort the transmitted signals to anchor 4. We then compared the results of vehicle tracking and worker tracking for scenarios with and without the presence of the bulldozer.

5.2. Implementation

As we mentioned, UWB radios and an in-circuit radio L4 radio module were used to implement our solution for UWB communication. This radio chip uses the DW1000 radio chip as the UWB interface along with an STM32 micro-controller for managing the radio chip and other interfaces. Raspberry pi running Rasbian was used to monitor UWB anchors. The anchors were connected to the server for data communication using a WiFi infrastructure. The data from the anchors are collected and processed on a DELL Precision 7720 acting as the server. The data flow from anchors is also monitored using the server to ensure their functionality. The TDMA approach used in the tags for transmission allows the location of tags to be updated at 0.2 s intervals.

5.3. Evaluation Criteria

For this section, the parameters used to evaluate the performance of our solution are defined. As we mentioned in Section 1, two factors need to be considered that are important in safety tracking systems. First, the system should continuously monitor the entities, and the time interval between two measurements should not exceed more than a certain time. The second important parameter in our study is the error in estimating the location. Inaccurate pose and location estimates can lead to either negative false or positive false alarms in the system. Thus, we need to evaluate the estimation error of each pose estimation method as another evaluation parameter.

The update ratio defines the ratio of time the system can calculate the location. As we explained in Section 5.2, there is a 0.2-s time interval between two consecutive pose updates. If the total tracking time is divided into timeslots of 0.2 s, the ratio of time the system needs to compute the calculated pose for the entity is the update ratio.

Since all our operators for both worker and vehicle tracking were human, their location or pose may not completely align with the ground truth. We considered 1 m as the error threshold in our work. If the distance between the estimated location or pose and the ground truth is less than 1 m, we interpret that estimation as a correct pose/location estimate. Otherwise, it will mark it as an incorrect estimation. The error ratio represents the ratio of incorrect estimation among all the pose/location estimates throughout the trajectory of the worker or the vehicle. The average error is also the average distance of incorrect measurements from the ground truth.

5.4. Pose Estimation for Vehicle Tracking

The error and update ratio for vehicle pose estimation is evaluated in this section. Four tags were placed on the body of the vehicle to track its pose. Figure 6 displays the tag placement for the vehicle used in the experiment.

![Figure 6. Tag placement for vehicle pose estimation.](image)

Figure 7 shows the trajectory of the truck moving from the right of the tracking zone to the left. To measure the impact of blocking objects, we placed a bulldozer in front of anchor 4.
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Figure 8. Results of vehicle tracking for scenarios without blocking objects. Using ViPER reduces the error rate in the pose estimation of the vehicle compared to the other two methods.

When estimating the pose in scenarios without blocking objects, the LPF error correction method and the optimization-based pose estimation method introduced in ViPER reduced the error rate compared to the baseline method by 15% while providing a close update ratio. ViPER+ was also able to reduce the error ratio and average error compared to the baseline method and have the lowest average error among all other methods.

We summarize the results of the scenario with blocking object (NLOS) in Table 4 and Figure 9. According to the results, NLOS signals have different impacts in each pose estimation method. In the baseline method, the number of estimation errors increased. In ViPER, in addition to higher error rates, the update ratio dropped by nearly 10% in the NLOS scenario. The presence of the bulldozer prevented the anchor from capturing all

Figure 7. Vehicle tracking for scenarios (a) without blocking objects and (b) with a blocking object.

The first group of our analysis focused on the LOS scenario. Table 3 shows the average estimated error ratio, average error, and update ratio of the three proposed methods, and Figure 8 illustrates these values for each repetition.

Table 3. Pose estimation result for LOS scenario. ViPER+ provided the same update rate as the baseline method while reducing the error rate and average error compared to the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pose Estimation Method</th>
<th>Estimated Error Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Average Error (m)</th>
<th>Update Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER+</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Diagram](image_url)
the signals from the tags. This increased the number of incomplete inputs which caused problems when estimating the pose with ViPER. According to Figure 9c, in the NLOS scenario, ViPER had a lower update ratio compared to the baseline.

Table 4. Pose estimation result for NLOS scenario. ViPER+ provided the same update rate as the baseline method while reducing the error rate and average error compared to the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pose Estimation Method</th>
<th>Estimated Error Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Average Error (m)</th>
<th>Update Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER+</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Results of vehicle tracking for scenarios with a blocking object. Using ViPER reduces the error rate in the pose estimation of the vehicle compared to the other two methods. Since ViPER+ solved the problem of incomplete inputs in ViPER, we observed that this method provided the highest update ratio and lowest error ratio, and average error compared to previous methods. In some cases, such as repetition #3 in the LOS scenario, ViPER+ had an equal or higher error ratio compared to the baseline. Figure 10 depicts the output for repetition #3 of the LOS scenario using all the pose estimation methods. We marked the incorrect estimates with a different color to distinguish them from the correct estimates.

According to Figure 10b, ViPER had the lowest pose estimation error rate in estimating the pose of the vehicle. In Figure 10c, although the number of incorrect estimates is high, estimated poses are closer to the ground truth pose compared to the incorrect estimates estimated with the baseline method in Figure 10a. Depending on the input, the ViPER+ input correction may not reduce the error to less than a meter. However, reducing the average error is beneficial for applications that can tolerate more error thresholds.

5.5. Single Tag Localization for Worker Tracking

As we mentioned, safety tracking systems also track the location of workers. We also dedicated two scenarios for worker tracking. Figure 11 shows the two scenarios we used for worker tracking. Similar to vehicle tracking, we used a truck (in Figure 11b) to create obstructions in some scenarios. For this scenario, we placed a static tag (TAG #1) and two tags (TAG #2 and #3) traversing the trajectories marked with dashed line in Figure 11a,b.
Figure 9. Results of vehicle tracking for scenarios with a blocking object. Using ViPER reduces the error rate in the pose estimation of the vehicle compared to the other two methods. Since ViPER+ solved the problem of incomplete inputs in ViPER, we observed that this method provided the highest update ratio and lowest error ratio compared to previous methods. In some cases, such as repetition #3 in the LOS scenario, ViPER+ had an equal or higher error ratio compared to the baseline. Figure 10 depicts the output for repetition #3 of the LOS scenario using all the pose estimation methods. We marked the incorrect estimates with a different color to distinguish them from the correct estimates.

Figure 10. Pose estimation output for repetition #3 of LOS scenario (a) baseline, (b) ViPER, and (c) ViPER+.

According to Figure 10b, ViPER had the lowest pose estimation error rate in estimating the pose of the vehicle. In Figure 10c, although the number of incorrect estimates is high, estimated poses are closer to the ground truth pose compared to the incorrect estimates estimated with the baseline method in Figure 10a. Depending on the input, the ViPER+ input correction may not reduce the error to less than a meter. However, reducing the average error is beneficial for applications that can tolerate more error thresholds.

5.5. Single Tag Localization for Worker Tracking

As we mentioned, safety tracking systems also track the location of workers. We also dedicated two scenarios for worker tracking. Figure 11 shows the two scenarios we used for worker tracking. Similar to vehicle tracking, we used a truck (in Figure 11(b)) to create obstructions in some scenarios. For this scenario, we placed a static tag (TAG #1) and two tags (TAG #2 and #3) traversing the trajectories marked with dashed line in Figure 11(a) & (b).

Figure 11. Worker tracking for scenarios (a) without blocking objects and (b) with blocking object. Dashed lines represent the trajectory of each worker carrying a tag and the dashed circle shows the static tag.

The results in Tables 5 and 6 show that the error rate increased for both static tags and moving tags when an object was blocking some signals, creating an NLOS situation. In the baseline method, the error rate increases by 11% for the static tag (tag #1) in the NLOS situation. The results in Figures 12c and 13c show that in both LOS and NLOS scenarios, ViPER was unable to provide a sufficient update ratio in some repetitions due to incomplete inputs.
The results in Tables 5 and 6 show that the error rate increased for both static tags and moving tags when an object was blocking some signals, creating an NLOS situation. In the baseline method, the error rate increases by 11% for the static tag (tag #1) in the NLOS situation. The results in Figures 12c and 13c show that in both LOS and NLOS scenarios, ViPER was unable to provide a sufficient update ratio in some repetitions due to incomplete inputs.

Table 5. The results of worker tracking for LOS scenario without blocking object.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localization Method</th>
<th>Estimated Error Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Average Error (m)</th>
<th>Update Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static Tag</td>
<td>Moving Tags</td>
<td>Static Tag</td>
<td>Moving Tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER+</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The results of worker tracking for NLOS scenario with blocking object.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localization Method</th>
<th>Estimated Error Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Average Error (m)</th>
<th>Update Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static Tag</td>
<td>Moving Tags</td>
<td>Static Tag</td>
<td>Moving Tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViPER+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Worker tracking results for scenarios without blocking objects (LOS).

Figure 13. Worker tracking results for scenarios with blocking objects.
With ViPER+ for localization of the tags, we achieved the same update rate as the baseline method, while having a low error ratio and average error as ViPER.

6. Discussion

This study presented a pose estimation system designed for monitoring construction safety. We conducted a real-world evaluation of our system in a road construction setting, where trucks and loaders cause NLOS conditions and obstructions. We compared the performance of our proposed approach with that of two previous methods for pose estimation. The implementation and testing of our proposed solution was done using the DecaWave DW1000 radio chip on the RadinoL4 platform. The connection to the server and anchors was established using Raspberry Pi devices. Most of our evaluation scenarios were designed to highlight situations where ViPER struggled to perform sufficiently. We observed that the presence of heavy construction equipment leads to obstruction of the signals. This makes location/pose unavailable in ViPER due to generating incomplete inputs. This lack of availability is not acceptable in real-time monitoring systems because it could result in a significant number of missed alarms if the status of all entities is not continuously tracked. In ViPER+, we redesigned the input correction method to accept TDOA inputs with missing anchors to eliminate the incomplete input limitation in ViPER.

ViPER+ has a limitation on the maximum number of tags that the system can track simultaneously. To prevent packet corruption, only one tag can broadcast a message at a time in our design. For this reason, the maximum number of tags that could be monitored in ViPER+ is limited to 40 tags at this time. One way to increase the number of tags is reconfiguring UWB radios to operate in different channels. DW1000 supports seven channels for configuration. Four of these channels can operate simultaneously without jeopardizing the communication on the other three channels. In addition, pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is another parameter in UWB radio configuration. Similar to channel, PRFs can also create isolated UWB links enabling concurrent communication. DW1000 supports PRF 16 and 64. With four different channels and two different PRFs, we can scale the maximum number of tags eight times (320 tags) for safety applications requiring more tags.

The distance between the entities and the anchors is another limitation of our approach. The assumption in ViPER+ is that all the entities are in an area known as the tracking zone that is surrounded by anchors. When an entity is not within the tracking zone, there is no guarantee that the error rate and update rate requirement for that entity will be addressed by the system. Future studies on this subject will concentrate on the development and testing of an alerting system for the interaction between the server and the entities. In addition, the system needs to alert users about their situations and aid them in avoiding unsafe situations.

7. Conclusions

This study developed, implemented, and tested a vehicle pose estimation system for safety monitoring in construction environments. Previous wireless radio-based pose estimation systems were not able to provide the required level of accuracy and pose reception rate needed for safety monitoring solutions. In ViPER+, these two essential factors in pose estimation were improved making it possible to use our solution for safety monitoring in construction sites. A series of case studies for worker and construction vehicle tracking situations under LOS and NLOS conditions were studied for our proposed improvements in this study. Our results show a 40% average error reduction and a 25% improvement in update ratio compared to ViPER for vehicle pose estimation in an environment with a blocking object. These improvements show the potential of our proposed input correction and pose estimation techniques in improving the performance of safety tracking systems.
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